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ARMED ROBBERIES AND UNEMPLOYMENT 

Robert W.J. Jansen 
Peter J. van Koppen 

Summary 

The question of whether or not a relationship exists between crime and macro-economic conditions 

continues to evoke interest in the social sciences and politics. In particular, economists and criminologists 

discuss the relationship between crime and changes in aggregate unemployment. Economists and 

crirrrinologists adhering to the strain theory predict a positive relationship. However, criminologists using 

the opportunity theory predict a negative relationship. In this paper we examine whether or not a 

relationship exists between armed robberies, aggressive crimes and unemployment in the Netherlands. To 

determine these relationships we apply a time series analysis and a cross-sectional analysis. The time 

series analysis is based on the use of quarterly data for the years 1968 up to 1994. The cross-sectional 

analysis is restricted to two regional units, namely the corop-areas and the provinces. This analysis covers 

the years 1988 through 1994. 

Introduction 

Since the 1830's the question ofwhether or not a relationship exists between crime and changing macro

economic conditions has continued to evoke a great deal of interest in the social sciences (For a review of 

the earliest literature we refer to Thomas, 1927). In particular, the relationship between crime and 

unemployment is a subject of constant academic attention and policy debate. Two main types of 

relationships are distinguished in the literature. The fITst type is a reciprocal relationship between 

unemployment and crime. The second type is an unidirectional relationship (Thomberry & Christenson, 

1984). 

Empirical research shows differing results about the existence and the direction of the 

unidirectional relationship. We have restricted ourselves to the unidirectional relationship. The economic 

theory of crime and the crirrrinological strain theory predict a positive relationship between 

unemployment and armed robberies. Economists support this prediction by arguing that unemployment 

compels some individuals to compensate their 10ss of legal revenues to maintain a previous standard of 

living (Hellman & Alper, 1993, p. 62). This prediction competes with the economic deterrence hypothesis 

which states that crinrinal justice variables, such as the rate of detection and the rate of conviction, 

determine the crime rate (Cooter & men, 1988, p. 528). Strain theorists argue that pressures or strains on 

persons result in crinrinal behaviour in order to attain the dominant cultural goal of material success 

(Taylor, 1994, p. 477). In contrast, opportunity theorists claim that unemployment decreases the 

opportunities for crime, because the opportunity to protect private property increases (Cohen, 1981). This 

argument is probably true for personal belongings, but an increase of unemployment might affect the 

security of commercial objects, such as banks and post offices. In this paper we investigate within a 

political and economic context whether or not a relationship exists between armed robberies, aggressive 

crimes and unemployment. To determine the direction of a possible relationship we carry out a time series 

analysis with quarterly data for the years 1968 up to 1994 and a cross-sectional analysis at the level of 

two regional units, namely the corop-area 1 and the province. 
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I I 
I 

1. Political and economie context of armed robberies 

Since the nÏDeteen seventies many Westem countries have experienced an economic recession and a rise 

in crime rates. The consequences of persistent unemployment (income inequality, poverty, and eroding 

tax base) have even put the social cohesion in countries such as Austria, Belgium and France at risk 

(OECD, 1997, pp. 3, 19). 

In the Netherlands unemployment peaked in 1984. The number of aggressive crimes known to 

the police increased from 22 thousand in 1968 to 213 thousand in 1993, followed by a slight decline to 

207 thousand in 1994? The number of armed robberies increased from 43 in 1968 to 2626 in 1993 and 

then declined to 2482 in 1994. The annual reports of the Criminal Intelligence Division of the Dutch 

National Police Agency state that armed robberies started as a transnational phenomenon. Groups of 

orgamzed French and Italian armed robbers perpetrated bank robberies and attacks against money 

transports in the early sixties. From 1968 the 'German type' of individually perpetrated armed robberies 

developed in the Netherlands.3 Armed robberies became the trade ofmainly addicted perpetrators. In the 

mid-seventies an increasing number of (addicted) Ambonesians perpetrated armed robberies against 

commercial objects.4 The involvement of minority groups in crime is to a certain extent caused by the 

absence of labour market perspectives. To give an example of the severity of minority unemployment: In 

1993 seventeen percent of the professional minority population was unemployed and 5 percent of the 

Dutch professional population (Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau, 1994, p. 116). 

In 1982, the economic recession and the rising crime rate made the Council of Europe decide to 

appoint a Select Committee of Experts on the Economic Crisis and Crime to carry out a comparative 

study. The select committee had to restriet itselfto studying Germany, France, England and Wales. The 

results did not confirm a correlation between unemployment and recorded crime. However, the results 

revealed the eXÏstence of a correlation between trends in income, distribution and employment on the one 

hand and crime on the other hand. For the countries examined there were indications of rises in crime 
being connected with the growth ofan affluent society (Council of Europe, 1985, p. 82). 

Our analysis starts in 1968 and includes the last five years of an era of economic success in the 
Netherlands (Knoester, 1989, p. 101). Figure 1 shows that armed robberies, aggressive crimes and male 

unemployment have similar trends in the Netherlands for the years 1968 through 1984. Tbis figure shows 

a continuous increase of male unemployment up to the fust quarter of 1984. At that time 590 thousand 

males were registered as unemployed at the Labour Exchange. Then, an economie recovery sets in 

(Tweede Kamer, vergaderjaar 1985-1986, 19200, hoofdstuk XV nr. 2, p. 19). 
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Successive cabinets attempted to reduce short-term and Icing-term unemployment. For example, the 

growth of long-term unemployment and the absence of perspectives persuaded the second cabinet 

Lubbers (governing from 1986 up to 1989) to set the reduction of unemployment with 250 thousand 

persons as a major policy objective (Knoester, 1989, p. 148). In 1997 the OECD is moderately positive 

about the Dutch employment policies,s although unemployment started to increase again in 1992. 

2. Methodology and data. 

2.1 Methodology 

The discussion ab out the relationship between crime and macro-economie conditions involves a 

discussion about specifying equations, removing trends, correcting heteroscedasticity, and ignoring 

relevant variables. Participants in the debate replicate research and test newly specified equations (py1e & 

Deadman, 1994; Reilly & Witt, 1992; Wong, 1995). We re strict ourselves to discussing detrending and 

correcting heteroscedasticity. Most studies remove the trends by differencing the time series, without 

discussing in detail this approach. Cantor (1985, p. 324) for instanee detrends by differencing without 

using correlograms and related tools to identify a plausible model. He argues that his time series are too 

short to make that areliabie strategy. Cook and Zarkin (1985) remave the trends by making use of 

moving averages. Beijers (1993) applies the same approach. However, the disadvantage of applying the 

moving average approach is the 10ss of information, because it does not allow the use of the fITst and last 

observations.6 Relating variables such as crime and unemployment without detrending entails the risk of 

spurious regression. This means that unrelated variables appear to be related. Their R2 wi1l tend toward 

unity and the Durbin-Watson statistic wi1l be low (Granger & Newbold, 1974, p. 111). 

Nelson and Kang (1984), Maddala (1989, pp. 212-215)and Enders (1995, pp. 179-180) show that 

the appropriate method to remove the trend depends on whether the time series belongs either to trend 
stationary processes (TSP)or to difference stationary processes (DSP). The Dickey-Fuller test is 

recommended to determine whether a time series belongs either to trend stationary or difference 
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stationary processes. The former are detrended after estimating regressions on time and the latter are 

detrended by successive differencing. Subtracting a regres sion on time from difference stationary 

processes is inappropriate. If one of the variables belongs to a trend stationary process and the other 

variab1e belongs to a difference stationary process, both variables should not be fust-differenced (Enders, 

1995, p. 219). 
Heteroscedastici1y is a violation of the assumption of a constant variance of the residual error in 

regression ana1ysis. The residua1 errors tend to have differing variances for the values of the independent 

variables. A method to correct for heteroscedastici1y is the application of the weighted least squares 

procedure. Heteroscedastici1y quite often occurs in cross-sectional ana1ysis (pindyck & Rubinfeld, 1991, 

pp. 126-137). 

2.2 Data 

We have obtained the quarterly data on armed robberies from the annual reports of the Criminal 

Intelligence Division of the Dutch National Police Agency. In addition, this agency supplied us with 

detailed data on armed robberies perpetrated from 1988 through 1994. These data came from the reports 

ofthe 10cal police authorities to the Dutch National Police Agency, usually one day after the robbery. We 

have aggregated these data to obtain quarterly and regional data ab out armed robberies for the years 1988 

through 1994. 

The Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics publishes monthly data on male unemployment in 

the MonthZy Bulletin of socio-economie statistics and the Monthly Bulletin of sociaZ statistics.7 Male 

unemp10yment inc1udes the number of unemployed males registered at the Labour Exchange. We have 

calculated the quarterly male unemployment for the years 1968 up to 1994. FIOm 1987 the Central 

Bureau of Statistics publishes three-month moving averages. This bureau also publishes the number of 

aggressive crimes in its Monthly Bulletin. The item 'aggressive crime' involves crimes against public 

order and authori1y, against life and person, sexual offenses, assault, aggravated theft, extortion and 

malicious damage. 

To carry out the cross-sectional analysis we have aggregated the data on armed robberies at two 

Dutch regional units, namely the corop-area and the province. A corop-area is a statistical regional unit 

for research purposes and includes a number of neighbouring municipalities. The province is a regional 

administrative unit. (The Netherlands are divided into 40 corop-areas and 12 provinces). For the years 

1988 through 1994 we have collected data on unemployment and gross regional product per capita at the 

corop-Ievel and the provinciallevei. Unemployment is expressed as a percentage ofthe labour force at the 

age of 15 to 64 years. The Netherlands Bureau of Statistics publishes the annual gross regional product as 

an indexnumber (the Netherlands = 100). To continue the analysis this index was has been adjusted by 

calculating as the base the average gross regional product per capita for the years 1988 through 19948
• 

3. Results 

3.1 Analysis of time series 

Figure 1 in Section 1 shows that male unemployment and armed robberies move in trend together from 

1968 through 1984. The fITst-order autocorrelations of both entÏre series are respectively 0.98 and 0.87. 

The fITst-order autocorrelation of aggressive crimes is 0.94. These correlations decline slowly when the 

number of lags increases. This means that these variables are nonstationary and entails the risk of 

spurious regression or spurious correlation between male unemp10yment and armed robberies. 

Before continuing the analysis the trends have to be eliminated. The appropriate method to 

remove the trend depends on whether the time series belongs to trend stationary processes (TSP) or 

difference stationary processes (DSP). To deterroine whether male unemployment and armed robberies 
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belong to one of these processes a test developed by Dickey and Fuller in 1979 was used (Maddala, 1989, 

pp. 212-215; Pindyck & Rubinfeld, 1991, pp. 459-462). The unrestricted regression: 

and the restricted regression: 

were estimated. The null-hypothesis is then tested with the parameters p = 0 and p = 1, which means that 

time series belongs to the DSP class. The acceptance ofthe null-hypothesis depends on whether or not the 

F-ratio exceeds its critical value. 9 Table 1 shows the regres sion results. 

Tab1e 1 Dickey-Fuller tests: Quarter1y data years 1968 through 1994. 

Variabie 

Anned robberies 

( unrestricted) 

Anned robberies 

( restricted) 

Aggressive crimes 

( unrestricted) 

Aggressive crimes 

(restricted) 

Male unemployment 

( unrestricted) 

Male unemplciyment 

(restricted) 

-55.12 

(17.46) 

6.92 

(8.50) 

0.06 

(0.55) 

0.63 

(0.27) 

6.28 

(5.63) 

1.76 

(2.63) 

3.65 
(0.61) 

0.11 

(0.04) 

0.01 
(0.11) 

Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 

(p-1) 

-0.64 
(0.10) 

-0.21 

(0.07) 

-0.02 

(0.02) 

0.19 

(0.10) 

ESS 

574020 

-0.13 794910 

(0.10) 

-0.34 

(0.10) 
747 

-0.45 813 

(0.09) 

0.14 

(0.09) 

75080 

0.13 76286 

(0.10) 

F-ratio 

231 

4.50 

0.82 

In each case there are 106 quarterly observations. Hence, for male unemp10yment the F-ratio is 0.82. 

Comparing this to the critical value (6.49 at the 5 percent level) for a sample sÏze of 100 we cannot reject 

the null hypothesis. Male unemployment belongs to a difference stationary process. The trend is removed 

by differencing. For arrned robberies the F-ratio is 231.11 and belongs to a trend stationary process. The 

trend is removed by regressing on time. The ratio for aggressive crimes is 4.50 and means that aggressive 

crimes belong to the DSP class. To deterrnine the relationship between these variables we use detrended 
time series. JO

• Considering the rise and decline of male unemployment in Figure 1 two periods can be 

distinguished. The fITst period includes the fITst quarter of 1968 through the fust quarter of 1984, and 

shows an increase in male unemployment. The second period is a period of economic recovery and covers 

the fust quarter of 1984 up to the last quarter of 1994. The social effects ofunemployment do not appear 

immediately, because of temporary unemployment benefits and soda1 security payments. For this reason 
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we introduce a one-year lag and a two-years lag of unemployment. Table 2 shows the Pearson 

correlations . and contingency coefficients. 

Table 2 Pearson correlations and contingency coefficients male unemployment and various crimes 

(Quarterly data) 

Variables Male 

unemployment: 

Lag 

First 

differences Oneyear Twoyears 

Arrned robberies 0.26 -0.29 -0.21 

( 1968.1-1994.4) (p=O.0007) (p=0.002) (p=O.002) 

Arrned robberies 0.43 0.07 0.07 
(1968.1-1984.1) (p=O.OO) (p=O.61) (p=O.61) 

Arrned robberies 0.47 0.09 0.03 
(1984.1-1994.4) (p=O.OOl) (p=O.58) (p=O.85) 

Aggressive crimes -0.0003 -0.03 -0.01 
(1968.1-1994.4) (p=O.99) (p=O.78) (p=O.92) 

Aggressive crimes -0.04 0.13 0.16 
(1968.1-1984.1) (p=O.78) (p=O.29) (p=O.22) 

Aggressive crimes 0.03 -0.11 -0.07 
(1984.1-1994.4) (p=O.83) (p=O.48) (p=0.65) 

Note. Two-tailed significanee levels ofthe correlations are shown in parentheses. 

Contingency 

coeefecients 

-0.29 
(p=O.03) 

0.13 
(p=O.18) 

The data obtained from the Dutch National Police Agency enable us to get a more detailed view on 

several types of armed robberies, such as bank robberies and atlacks against post offices and catering 

companies. Figure 2 shows an increasing trend of armed robberies with seasonal peaks and troughs. A 

fITst graphical but subjective inspection shows that bank robberies move almost horizontally. 
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The previous 'stepwise' procedure is again followed. The autocorrelations of male unemployment, arrned 

robberies, bank robberies, attacks against post offices and catering companies are respectively 0.84, 0.50, 

0.46, 0.23 (not significant) and 0.74. These correlations indicate the presence of trends except for post 
offices. Table 3 contains the regres sion resuIts. 
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Table 3 Dickey-Fuller tests: Quarterly data years 1988 up to 1994. 

Variabie a (p-l) ESS F-ratio 

Anned robberies 428.96 22.87 -1.59 0.70 170434 26.28 

(unrestricted) (68.34) (3.97) (0.22) (0.16) 

Anned robberies 17.06 -0.13 577605 

(restricted) (30.46) (0.21) 

Bank robberies 35.86 -0.30 -0.47 -0.11 10362 2.63 

( unrestricted) (16.33) (0.59) (0.23) (0.22) 

Bank robberies -0.09 -0.33 12848 

(restricted) (4.54) (0.19) 

Post offices 25.94 0.29 -0.67 -0.21 5220 2.75 

( unrestricted) (11.84) (0.48) (0.30) (0.22) 

Post offices 0.08 -0.54 6524 

(restricted) (3.23) (0.17) 

Catering 15.32 4.68 -1.06 0.38 10475 9.14 

( unrestricted) (10.17) (1.27) (0.25) (0.20) 

Catering 4.64 -0.16 19179 

(restricted) (5.57) (0.20) 

Male unemployment 8.00 0.70 -0.08 0.09 4441 1.88 

( unrestricted) (19.20) (0.43) (0.08) (0.20) 

Male unemployment 0.69 0.23 5198 

(restricted) (2.89) (0.18) 

Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 

The critical value of F is 7.24, which implies that bank robberies and male unemployment belong to 

difference stationary processes, and armed robberies and attacks against catering companies are trend 

stationary processes. Table 4 shows the correlations between total number of armed robberies, bank 

robberies, attacks against post offices and catering companies, and lagged male unemployment. 
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Table 4 Pearson correlations types of arrned robberies and male unemployment: quarterly data years 

1988 up to 1994 

Male unemployment (DSP): 

Lag 

Categories First differences Oneyear Two years 

Armed robberies 0.68 0.56 0.58 

(TSP) (p=O.OO) (p=0.005) (p=O.OI) 

Bank robberies 0.40 0.35 0.56 

(DSP) (p=0.04) (p=0.1O) (p=0.04) 

Post offices 0.1~ 0.20 0.31 

(DSP) (p=0.37) (p=0.35) (p=0.19) 

Catering 0.65 0.40 0.52 

(TSP) (p=O.OOI) (p=0.05) (p=O.02) 

Notes. a. DSP: Difference stationary process 

b. TSP: Trend stationary process 

c. Two-tailed significance levels ofthe correlations are shown in parentheses 

The results of Table 4 show that there is a significant relationship between differenced male 
unemployment and the detrended number of armed robberies, even if male unemployment is lagged. No 

significant correlations exist between arrned attacks against post offices and male unemployment. 

3.2 Cross-sectional analysis 

The analysis at the corop and provinciallevel has to cope with the problem that an increase of the number 

of independent variables capitalizes on the number of observations and interrupts the continuity of the 

time series, which includes the years 1988 through 1994. Our analysis is restricted to the dependent 

variable number of arrned robberies, and the independent variables recorded unemployment as a 

percentage of the labour force, and gross regional product per capita. A fust inspection of the data reveals 

the existence ofheteroscedasticity, because the variances ofthe residuals correlate significantly with the 

gross regional product per capita (corop-level: r=0.43, p<O.OI; provincial-leve1: r=0.54, p<O.OI). To 

correct for heteroscedasticity we apply the weighted least squares procedure. Table 5 shows the 

regression coefficients. 
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Table 5 Unemployment and anned robberies at the Corop level and the provincial level, 1988-1994: 

weighted least squares. 

Corop: Province: 

Variabie ParameterB l3eta ParameterB l3eta 

Unemployment -0.0009** -0.13 -12.78 -0.12 

(0.0004) (10.56) 

Gross regional 1.87** 0.48 6.89** 0.56 

product (0.24) (1.36) 

Year -1.73 -0.05 -11.93 -0.12 

(2.60) (10.56) 

Intercept 3327.54 23345.00 

(4091.99) (21179.38) 

R=0.45 R= 0.52 

R2 = 0.20 R2=0.28 

F=22.84 F= 10.14 

N=275 N 84 

Note. Standard errors in parentheses. ** p<O.OI, two-tailed; * p<0.05, two-tailed. 

The results in table 5 show at the comp-Ievel a significant negative relationship between anned mbberies 

and unemployment, but a positive relationship between gross regional product per capita and armed 

robberies for the years 1988 through 1994. 

4. Discussion 

Several reviews of the available literature on crime and macro-economie conditions show little evidence 

of a strong relationship between crime and unemployment. This relationship is considered as complex.!! 

However, in the past fifteen years several economists and socia! scientists have published important 

contnbutions on this subject. Table 6 summarizes the main characteristics of their research. 
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Table 6 Studies on crime and unemployment. 

Year . Authors Numberof Dependent Explanatory Country Type of analysis 

eqnations variable variables Time span 

1985 Cantor 4 Homicide Unemployment United States Ordinary least 

Land Rape 1946-1982 squares: 

Assault Differencing Log-

Robbery transformation 

Larceny-theft then differencing 

Auto-theft Cocmane-Orcuttl 

1985 Cook 1 Homicide Unemployment United States Ordinary least 

Zarkin Robbery 1935-1979 squares: 
Burglary 1949-1979 moving averages 

Auto theft 

1992 Reilly 6 Crime rate Unemployment Scotland Generalized least 

Witt Public housing 6 regions squares: 

1974-1988 Ordinary least 

Squares 

Differencing 

Cocmane-Orcutt 

Prais-Winsten2 

Dunnnyvariable 

model 

Random effects 

model 

1993 Young 0 Theftrate Unemployment 20 countries Pearson 

1985 correlation 

1994 Pyle 6 Total crimes Unemployment Scotland Ordinary least 

Deadman Aggressive Public housing 1974-1991 squares: 

crimes Differencing 

(non-sexual) 

1994 Britt 1 Homicide Rape Unemployment United States Ordinary least 

Assault Change in 1958-1990 squares: 

Robbery unemployment Differencing 
Larceny 

Car theft 

1995 Wong 4 Indictable Apprehension England Dickey Fuller 

offences Punishment Wales tests 

Economie risk 1857-1892 Ordinary least 

Gains (il)legal squares: 

activities Differencing 

Notes. 1. Cochrane-Orcutt method is a procedure to correct for autocorrelation. 

2. Prais-Winsten method is a procedure to correct for autocorrelation. 

Cantor and Land (1985, p. 329) have deterroined significant though small relationships between various 

crimes and unemployment, with the exception of rape and aggravated assault. Cook and Zarkin conc1ude 

that armed robberies have an anti-cyclical pattem, wmch means that a decline in armed robberies 

correlates with an increase in employment and vice versa. Recessions re sult in small increases in the 
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number of anned robberies (Cook & Zarkin, 1985, pp. 124-125, 128). Reilly and Witt (1992), Britt 

(1994), and Wong (1995) have measured a significant positive relationship between the rate of 

unemployment and the rate of crimes. W ong has detennined that cyclical economic fluctuations as 

proxied by the unemployment rate are detenninants of the crime rate. Young (1993) and Pyle and 

Deadman (1994) have not found any significant relationships. 

In the Netherlands Beijers has investigated the relationship between property crime and 

unemployment as a reaction on the statistical analysis of five-yearly data in a study on the developments 

in Dutch conviction rates carried out by Jongman (1988, pp. 7-8). Beijers has not tested hypotheses 

derived either from the economic theory of crime or the opportunity theory. After removing the trends 

from the annual data he finds a Pearson correlation of 0.67 (p<0.01) and after introducing a one-year 

lagged unemployment he also deterrnines a correlation of 0.67 (p<0.01). Ris use of a two-year lag did not 

result in a significant correlation (Beijers, 1993, p. 67). Dur analysis of quarterly data from 1968 through 

1994 confirms Beijers' results. We have detennined significant positive Pearson correlation coefficients 

between one-year lagged male unemployment and armed robberies for the fust quarter of 1968 through 

the fust quarter of 1984, a period of severe reces sion, but also for the entire period. Like Beijers we have 

not found a significant correlation between two-year lagged male unemployment and armed robberies for 

the years 1968 through 1994. The analysis of aggressive crimes does not show any significant 

correlations, neither during the years of recession nor during the period of economic recovery. 

Dur cross-sectional analysis covers the period of economic recovery and shows significant 

relationships between unemployment, gross regional product per capita and anned robberies at the level 

of the corop-units. The negative relationship between anned robberies and unemployment fits the 

prediction of the opportunity theory. The relationship between the number of anned robberies and gross 

regional product is in the opposite direction. An increase of aff1uence, as measured by the gross regional 

product per capita, might be an incentive to achieve the cultural goal of material success. Van TuIder who 

investigated various aggregated crimes at this level detennined some significant relationships between on 

the one hand crimes and demographic, social and economic variables on the other hand. However, he did 

not find a significant relationship between violent crimes and male unemployment (Van TuIder, 1994, pp. 

73-75,100-101). 

Au important criticism on research with aggregate data is the neglect of the individual history of 

labour, because not every unemployed person commits crimes. Neglect ofthis criticism entails the risk of 

considering the relationship between unemployment and crime as toa deterministic. Dur research of the 

criminal records of 401 convicted armed robbers has revealed that 30 percent received social security 

payments or other benefits, such as sickness-benefits and grants. For 54.4 percent the records do not 

reveal whether or not any benefits were received. 

Conclusion 

Considering the years 1968 through 1994, a first conclusion of this paper is that the results from the 

analysis of detrended quarterly data confum with regard to anned robberies the predictions of the 

economic theory of crime and the criminological strain theory. Au increase in male unemployment 

correlates positively with the total number of armed robberies perpetrated from 1968 through 1994. Our 

analysis of the period 1988 up to 1994 also reveals significant correlations for bank. robberies and attacks 

against catering companies. To put it differently, male unemployment is one of the factors to be 

considered for explaining the perpetration of armed robberies. Dur analysis does not reveal any 

significant correlations between male unemployment and aggressive crimes. 

The cross-sectional analysis at the level of the corop-units shows that unemployment and gross 

regional product per capita have opposite effects on the number of anned robberies. Unemployment has a 

negative effect on the number of anned robberies as predicted by the opportunity theory. The positive 

effect of an increase of gross regional product confirms the idea that affluence is one of the causes to 

perpetrate property crimes. 
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We agree that our use of aggregate data prevents to detemrine whether or not an mdividual 

history of labour predicts the perpetration of armed robberies agamst commercial institutions. Tbis 

requires a different research design, which should mclude the possibility of determining a reciprocal 

relationship. Our research of the crimina! records of 401 convicted armed robbers has revealed that 30 

percent received social security payments or other benefits. For 54.4 percent we have not been able to 

find whether or not any benefits were received. 
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Notes 

1 Corop is a Dutch abbreviation of Coördinatie-commissie Regionale Onderzoeks Programmering. 

2 Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics. Monthly Bulletin, 1968 and 1994. 

3 Criminal Intelligence Division, Dutch National Poliee Agency, Annual report 1968, p. 2. 

4 Crimina! Intelligenee Division, Dutch National Poliee Agency, Annual report 1977, p. 2. 

5 Dutch policy inc1uded general wage moderation through central bargaining, lowering minimum wages, 

and tax reductions (OECD, 1997, p. 13). 

6 For detrending with moving averages we refer to Kendall, Stuart, & Ord (1983, pp. 450-500). 

7 A problem with using unemployment data is that changes in the definition are possible and the 

opportunity exists for manipuIating the number of reeorded unemployed. Sueeessive Duteh cab inets have 

extended the definition of calcuIating the number of unemployed persons. One method of rnanipulating 

the number of unemployed persons was to increase the age of compulsory education (Tweede Kamer, 16 

oktober 1985, Rijksbegroting 1986, p. 508). Reilly and Witt (1991, p. 221) argue with regard to using 

unemployment data that one ean do nothing more than assume that the definitional changes do not alter 

the nature of the relationship under consideration. 

B The annual average gross national produets per capita in Duteh guilders are respeetively: 30989 (1988), 

32639 (1989), 34395 (1990), 35957 (1991), 37148 (1992),37863 (1993) and 40056 (1994). 

9 The F-ratio is caleuIated as follows: (N-k)ESSr - ESSurlq(ESSur)' where ESSr and ESSur are the sums 

of squared residuals in the restrieted and unrestricted regressions. The number of observations is N. The 

number of estimated parameters in the unrestricted regres sion is k, and the number of parameter 

restrictions is q (pindyck & Rubinfeld, 1991, p. 461). 

10 The detrended data are obtained by subtraeting the resuIts of estimating the linear trend. 

1\ For surveys ofthe literature we refer to Gillespie (1975) and Orsagh & Witte (1981), Box (1987), and 

Chirieos (1987). 
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